
UNIPACK™ export  
The heavy-duty document pouch. (Patent pending)
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UNIPACK™ export is the ideal self-adhesive document pouch for shipping pa-

pers, protecting its contents reliably even in the toughest of conditions. As well as a self-adhesive back, 

UNIPACK™ export pouches also feature an additional broad strip that enables them to be further secured using a 

staple gun. This means that UNIPACK™ export pouches can be attached securely even to wooden freight crates. 

The separate document pocket ensures your shipping papers don’t get “nailed down”. Thanks to the resealable 

closure, papers can be easily removed and replaced by customs etc.
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Overview of features: 

• Sturdy polythene film offers reliable 
 protection for freight papers

• Minimum order quantity for production  
 and delivery: 25,000 pcs
 
 

 
• Easy to handle

• UNIPACKTM export is the low-cost alternative to all  
 conventional methods. Freight documents can be 
 directly attached to the wooden crates by using the  
 red-shaded surface

Red & white stapling zone for 
more secure attachment 

Our product range 
Available in the following sizes. Special sizes on request.
Minimum order quantity: 25,000 pcs

Self-adhesive 
resealable closure

Separate pocket for 
freight documents

EXPORT

Subject to change.

Item no. Dimensions (ext.) in mm Usable size in mm (document pocket) Pcs per box 

721 470 C6 
W 240 x H 180 ( incl. closure)

 W 175 x H 120  500 pcs

721 472 C5 
W 340 x H 250 ( incl. closure )

 W 230 x H 165  500 pcs
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